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ZIRAT AND LCC SEMINARS IN 2023

This year, 2022, more than 100 customers from 24 different organisations/10 countries
participated in our ZIRAT26 and LCC17 seminars in US and Europe. The attendees
were happy with the seminars and the overall seminar opinion ranked from 4.3 to 4.4
on a scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).
We are now pleased to announce the arrangements for the ZIRAT27 and LCC18 Seminars that will take place in USA (ZIRAT27) and Spain (ZIRAT27 and LCC18). These
seminars are open to all current ZIRAT and LCC members.
A.N.T. International is most grateful to Iberdrola in Spain and EPRI in US, for kindly
hosting the Seminars as follows.

In US, the ZIRAT27 Seminar will be hosted by EPRI, Charlotte,
North Carolina, US and will be held during May 2-4, 2023.

In Europe, the LCC18 and ZIRAT27 seminars will be hosted by
Iberdrola Generacion Nuclear in Madrid and will be held on the
Iberdrola Campus in San Agustin de Guadalix. The LCC18 and
ZIRAT27 Seminar will be held on April 12-14, 2023.
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A.N.T. INTERNATIONAL ONLINE EDUCATION
The interest for our unique Online Education
courses is dramatically increasing. Most likely,
this is a consequence of the renewed interest to
build new nuclear power plants in the world.

Online Education courses. A participant can
either just take one course of a specific interest or participate in a several years education
programme consisting of several courses in a
specific order dependant on the interest and
A large number of engineers needs to be edu- background of the participant. The course macated and the A.N.T. International Online terial is online based and can be accessed at
Education courses are the perfect tool to fill times convenient for practicing engineers and
this need. Today staff with knowledge rang- managers. The online approach provides the
ing from no nuclear experience to expert le- freedom to complete the course at each indivivel from more than 30 companies/organisa- dual´s pace. After each course has been comtions in 11 countries are taking one or several pleted a certificate is issued.

Please click here to get an overview of the different courses. Please see
below the education programmes with links in the areas of Nuclear
Fuel, Coolant chemistry and Structural Material Degradation.

OnLine Education Plan
PWR FUEL

BWR FUEL

PWR CHEMISTRY

BWR CHEMISTRY

PWR MATERIAL

BWR MATERIAL

NEW A.N.T. INTERNATIONAL STAFF MEMBER
Liam Strand is involved in Customer Support/Service
and Marketing. He just finished computer science in
high school and believes that excellent Customer Support/Service is key to success for any company.
He is very interested in computers, developing video
games, basketball and likes challenges that improves
his skills.
You will meet Liam at the upcoming ZIRAT27 and
LCC18 seminars in Madrid.

CONTACT
For more information and/or an offer, welcome
to contact us at sales@antinternational.com
Please also visit our website for the latest updated
information www.antinternational.com

